
TEACHING THE PHOTO ESSAY

The photo essay can be a great middle or high school assignment that will have strong appeal and grow your students'
writing skills.

Refer to the rubric to define expectations. Read further for tips and ideas for making photo essays a part of
your teaching toolbox. This approach approximates the way in which photo essays were most often presented
in magazines and other publications. Allow room for captions below. A photo essay, in its simplest form, is a
series of pictures that evokes an emotion, presents an idea or helps tell a story. During photo shoot, students
interview their subjects and record responses. You can teach these ideas directly or have students do the work
by researching on their own. They will also choose the layout and order of the photos to tell their story and
make their position clear. Choose Your Purpose Are students telling their own stories of their neighborhoods
or their families? So, where does a teacher begin? Organizations that disseminate news often use photos and
photo essays to tell stories to a broad audience; social organizations use photo essays to make the public aware
of various aspects of their cause; educators use photo essays to make their subjects come alive. DIY
Photographs Before giving a formal photo essay assignment, give students an opportunity to practice and
receive feedback. Reflection Students can journal about their photo essay. They can create their own class web
link and put their essays together in one place. Neatly write captions below each image. Understanding the
Visual Arts in Relation to History and Cultures Students analyze relationships of works of art to one another in
terms of history, aesthetics, and culture, justifying conclusions made in the analysis and using such
conclusions to inform their own art making. Day 2: In small groups students share their definitions of
social-documentary photography and arrive at a definition they agree upon. His obsessions with psychology,
well-being and cognition often live on his blog, affectiveliving. Each of these photographs stirs emotion and
sends our minds searching for answers. Connection to anti-bias education Each photo essay reflects the lens
through which each student views the world. Who was involved? Fold long sheet of paper in half and crease
fold with bone folder. But do we also help students identify, read and understand images in order to become
literate in the visual language that is all around us? As a class, brainstorm themes or topics inspired by the
central text that might make good photo essay topics. Students share other examples of Lange's
social-documentary work and discuss how the images that were part of the same project relate to one another
in terms of subject matter, formal qualities, etc. Students discuss topics for their photo essays and brainstorm
ideas for how to visually express them. Production and Distribution of Writing 4. Some suggested reflection
questions include: How do your photos connect to a theme, topic or issue from the central text? Historical and
Cultural Context 3.


